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Hound Can Find Jobs in Places that Other Websites Can’t                   
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Even with the age of the internet, searching for a job seems more difficult than one would have assumed (never 

assume anything right?). With so many job search websites, searching for a job should be a piece of cake - but 

it’s not. If anything, searching for a new job or career has proven to be a burden rather then a walk in the park. 

If you are tired of searching on job boards and job search sites (that claim success but fail time and time again) 

then take a look at what Hound has to offer.

Hound has received numerous recognitions for Hound’s outstanding job search capabilities and job seeker 

services. Hound ‘’sniffs out’’ unadvertised jobs every day and brings these jobs to the public domain. Many jobs 

go unadvertised to the mainstream public due to the high cost of posting these jobs on job search sites. Hound 

doesn’t charge an employer to post a job because Hound finds the jobs out there.

There are more than 700,000 jobs available on Hound that are pulled or ‘’sniffed’’ more than 30,000 employer 

websites. This means, when you become a member, you will have access to more quality jobs then you ever 

thought possible before. Ironically, job seekers tend to cancel their membership during the trial period because 

there is no need to continue the service once a job is found. This just shows how successful Hound has become 

when members cancel their membership so quickly.

Is there such a thing as becoming too successful at what you do? The goal of any business is to make money and 

Hound is so good at finding jobs that people actually want that people do not need long term memberships with 

Hound - which is quite remarkable.

Hound offers free articles in the Employment Spectators that range from career tips, resume help and self 

improvement. Do you want to know what it is like to be a mother trying to work from home? Or which job 

markets are suffering the most job losses? What about making the best impression possible at your job interview? 

All this information and more can be found in Hound’s Resources section.

Perhaps you are looking for advice from someone who has real world experience and knows what it is like to feel 

hopeless when it comes to finding a job. A. Harrison Barnes, Founder and CEO of Hound offers daily job search 

advice that is honest and extremely helpful. Members also receive free webinars from A. Harrison Barnes.

Compare Hound to other job search sites if you are skeptical on what Hound has to offer you. There are many 

people who have lost faith in job search websites, but you be the judge.

If you are in need of a new career, just a new transition job, part-time jobs, office jobs, construction jobs or 

government jobs, or any other type of work, then Hound is your location for all your job needs. Hound is one of 

the most successful job search sites on the web because of the dedication and commitment Hound’s staff has in 

bringing you quality jobs of all sorts.


